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Match Report:  Lincoln City vs MK Dons 

Vito Belli (aged 10) 

Lincoln start eight points clear at the top of League 2. 

The effervescent away supporters make their voices heard. They believe they can achieve a win and three 

points today. 

Lincoln in their smart, dark grey shirts stride confidently onto the pitch. MK Dons wear Real Madrid-esque 

white with sharp stripes of gold. They are going to get dirty! 

In the first thirty minutes, Lincoln looks strong. The keeper, Gilks, is needed twice and Shackell arrives briefly 

to steady a shaky moment for the defense. A free kick by Eardley, headed on by Shackell, is goal-bound but is 

cleared off the line by a defender charging back. 

Eardley keeps up the pressure with a long throw to the feet of McCarten. A positive, twisting touch forces a 

clumsy challenge and a penalty is given! It’s big John Akinde to take it. The bright green keeper with orange 

gloves is the only one who can stop him. An arrogant, slow run up to the ball and confident touch, slots it in the 

right bottom corner of the net. Lincoln 1-0. 

Both teams now have a mixed share of possession but Dons attack. The player in white, slots through a 

perfect cross. Another jumps up, in heroic fashion, to head the ball… but no one is getting past Gilks today! 

Like a cat, he jumps high and claws the ball away from goal.  

A goal kick for City gives them the momentum. A thumping ball to Akinde, who controls it perfectly, lands just 

near the half way line. A pass to Andrade, on his weaker left foot and a bullet shot. 

GGGGGOOOOAAAALLLL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Lincoln surely deserves to win this game. Players celebrate 

right next to the fans. Everyone cheers and screams, “LINCOLN!!!!!”  

It was a great moment in Lincoln City’s mad history. 

 


